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College Book Reports. Chances are, you’ve written more than one book report during your school career. And if you’re taking any English classes in college, you’ll likely be required to do a few more. In college, though, book reports are a little different than the kind most high school teachers expect. This type of assignment also goes by a couple different names, including a “book review” and a “critical review.” High school book reports are mostly about summarizing the book, proving you’ve actually read it. Deputy Under Sec Humelsine repts ouster of 126 homosexuals since Jan ’51 as security risks, House subcom. Archives|126 PERVERTS DISCHARGED; State Department Reports Total Ousted Since Jan. 1, 1951. https://nyti.ms/1iDPo6S. 1,736 Book Reports Free Papers: 1,251 - 1,260. Go to Page. Previous. This article is the reflection by reading the chapter 1 to chapter 4 of Wheatley’s book. This reflection involves the ideas that agree with Wheatley’s points and provides some recent experiences to support and supplement those ideas. The orders exist everywhere even in the chaos. Report and Book Areas. Opening Reports or Books. Selecting or Deselecting Report or Book Areas. Cutting Book Areas. Copying Report or Book Areas. Pasting Report or Book Areas. Inserting Blank Columns or Rows. Deleting Report or Book Areas. Undo Edits. Setting Report Options for Hyperion Enterprise. Setting Report Options for Hyperion Essbase. Setting Book Options. Inserting Reports in Books. Replacing Reports in Books. Editing Report or Book Summaries. Setting Up Headers or Footers. Importing Reports.